Instructions for Creating a Single Degree Audit Evaluation
Introduction
The Evaluate Student Program form (EVAL) is the mnemonic to use for producing a single student’s degree
audit program evaluation. The form can be accessed in multiple ways through the Colleague UI:
1. Directly by typing EVAL into the search field
2. Through the form PGEC by selecting the magnifying glass next to the “Evaluate” field.
3. Through SACP, which allows access to PGEC be selecting the magnifying glass next to “DA Eval/Cust”.
Instructions
1. Go to the mnemonic EVAL.
2. If the student has more than one active program, select the program for the desired degree audit
evaluation.
3. The evaluation criteria fields are prepopulated with default settings specifically set for TWU:

a. You will want to leave all of the settings at default except for “Format”. The format is one
setting you may wish to change.
b. The default format is set at HTML report, which produces the report in a color-coded, large
font, and user-friendly format.
c. Other options are single and double column formats. These formats are basic text that use
single alpha characters to mark progress. The single-column format does not reduce the
length of the audit compared to HTML, however the double-column format produces a
significantly more condensed version of the audit, which may be a better option if paper/space
is an issue.
d. Examples of the three formats are provided at the end of this document.
4. After selecting the desired format, or leaving it at default, save out.
5. A new window will open with the completed degree audit evaluation. Save as PDF or print to keep a
record. **(If single or double column format was selected, you will first need to export to a PDF from
the Report Browser window).**

Format Examples
HTML:

Single-Column Format:

Double-Column Format:

